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Time-evolution phenomena in quantum mechanical finite systems
which is not captured by mean-field approaches

Towards controlling symmetry breaking and 
symmetry restoration in both space and time in 
manmade nanosystems (SMALL IS DIFFERENT)

Unprecedented experimental control of few-body systems of 
trapped ultracold ions and neutral atoms, and of few-electron
assemblies in quantum dots 

Different direction from that in the book:
“Basic Notions of Condensed Matter Physics”,
by P.W. Anderson, 1984 (MORE IS DIFFERENT)
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2 6Li ATOMS IN A DOUBLE OPTICAL TRAP

Strictly 1D 2D aspects

Linear arrangement (LI)
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Experimental
depictions of 

1D 
optical traps



LOWERING OF ENERGY AND SYMMETRY  BREAKING (SB) 
IN SELF-CONSISTENT MEAN-FIELD APPROACHES 

Restricted vs unrestricted and fermions vs bosons

Attraction
Restricted approach (RHF)

Same orbital and 
symmetry breaking (SB): 

Nilsson potential
(fermions, nucleons)

Gross-Pitaevskii (GP)
(attractive bosons, 
Lump of ultracold neutral 
atoms)

Repulsion
Unrestricted approach (UHF)

Different orbitals and 
symmetry breaking (SB): 

Hydrogen molecule, dissociation
(electrons, chemistry)

Wigner molecules
(electrons, quantum dots)

Space-time crystals on rings
(fermion or bosons, ultracold ions)GP for repulsive bosons: 

SB raises the energy !



UNRESTRICTED HF FOR REPELLING FERMIONS
(Self-consistent Pople-Nesbet Eqs.)

Different orbitals for different spins
Two coupled equations/ Spin-up coupled to spin-down
Self-consistent solution  orbital localization 
[example from chemistry: 
dissociation of Hydrogen molecule (next slide)] 

UNRESTRICTED HF FOR REPELLING BOSONS?
A different orbital for each particle
Self-consistent set of Eqs. is not practical
Reason: orbitals for bosons are not orthogonal/

spin-orbitals for fermions are orthogonal

In case of crystals, employ ansatz = permanent of
orbitals approximated as displaced Gaussians



Szabo and Ostlund, Modern Quantum Chemistry
The Hydrogen molecule

Next step: Heitler-London



H_2-QDM      DOUBLE-WELL

Heitler-London/ EPR-Bohm-Bell
Energy gain vs ENTANGLEMENT



Andrea Bergschneider et al. (Heidelberg),
Nature Physics, 22 April 2019
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Even weirder, it's possible for two particles to become "entangled," 
meaning they will retain a sort of causal relationship with each other, 
no matter their distance in time and space. If you measure one 
particle and it spins clockwise, for example, then its entangled 
companion would instantly collapse into a counterclockwise spin, 
even if it's on the other side of the universe. That either means that 
one communicated with the other in an instant, or the state of each 
particle only popped into existence once one was measured.
We know what you're thinking. For one thing, this whole idea is 
ridiculous: Things are what they are regardless of whether you're 
looking at them. For another, nothing can go faster than light, so 
how can two particles communicate across the universe in an 
instant? Einstein thought the same thing, derisively calling the idea 
"spooky action at a distance." Those in Einstein's camp are in favor 
of a concept called "local realism." "Locality" says that no signal can 
travel faster than light, and "realism" says that particles have definite 
states even before you measure them.

https://curiosity.com/topics/entangled-quantum-particles-can-communicate-through-time-curiosity/
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/427174/einsteins-spooky-action-at-a-distance-paradox-older-than-thought/


Self-consistent HF                Exact

N=2e

COMBINE PROJECTIONS/
SPIN/ ANGULAR MOMENTUM





N=2e QD,  RW=200;  EXACT
RIGID ROTOR

Y&L, PRL 85, 1726 (2000)



PROJECTION/ ANGULAR MOMENTUM



Rotating FrameProbability densities

Bosons in the ring trap.  
Energy, angular momentum and probability densities.

Magnetic Field

The hidden crystalline structure in the projected  
function can be revealed through the use of 

conditional probability density (CPD).

r0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to demonstrate results obtained with our two-step method. On the left  I show the single-particle probability density for unprojected Hartree-Fock wave function for particles on the ring. Obviously the UBHF density does not have a rotational symmetry.  The second figure shows projected single-particle density and this density is symmetric.  The symmetric wave function has good angular momentum and lower energy. The crystalline structure of the projected wave function is hidden, but it manifests itself in the quantization of angular momentum of the ground state. The total energy of the system is a monotonous function of rotational frequency, consisting from linear segments. Each linear segmentof the curve corresponds to the new angular momentum of the system. The angular momentum increases in steps.Height of each step is equal to the number of particles on the ring. The situation in magnetic field is similar to the situationin the rotating frame except that segments of the energy curve are not linear, but rather parabolic and energy of the systemgrows with magnetic field.



Rotating FrameProbability densities

Bosons in the ring trap.  
Energy, angular momentum and probability densities.

Magnetic Field
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2D TRAP

1 hertz [Hz] = 
4.13566553853599E-15 
electron-volt [eV]

External Confinement

2D RING 
TRAP

TWO 
WELLS



2D TRAP

Neutral Bosonic 
systems

Ω

1 hertz [Hz] = 
4.13566553853599E-15 
electron-volt [eV]

External Confinement

2D RING 
TRAP

TWO 
WELLS



Ion crystal
Ultracold ions/ Coulomb repulsion
Both fermions ( 24Mg+ ) and 
Bosons ( 9Be+ ) 

Lump/ Bose-Einstein soliton
Ultracold neutral atoms
Attractive contact interaction
Bosons  ( 87Rb or 85Rb )

“ROTATING” QUANTUM-MECHANICAL SP DENSITY 
SHOULD EXHIBIT PERIODICITY IN BOTH SPACE AND TIME
BREAKING OF TIME TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRY

M M
MM

M M

B

MxN

F. Wilczek, PRL 109, 160401 (2012)

T. Li et al., PRL 109, 163001 (2012)
A different orbital for each particle 

The same orbital for all particles 



Construct determinant/ permanent  ΨSB

(MF symmetry-breaking ansatz)

M

B



Rotational spectrum: quantum rigid rotor

Band head/ where interaction and 
Correlations show up

RW = 1000
Rδ = 50

Magnetic flux

L => magic

Fermions, N odd; bosons
Fermions, N even

Attractive bosons, lump

Repelling, polygon crystal:
(fermions spin polarized)



Approx. formula, high B

RIGID / Classical

Analytic  approximation to REM (quantum)
Floppy rotor  (high B)

Partial angular momenta
(corresponding to rings)Total L



Effect of breaking time reversal symmetry
2D oscillator under a magnetic field
Darwin-Fock spectrum

LLL

(B)



Rotational spectrum: quantum rigid rotor

SECOND TERM/ AHARONOV-BOHM TYPE SPECTRUM

N=7 fermions



Norm overlap/
Time-reversal

KAMLAH
expansion

<J>
Φ/Φ0

^

GOA/
GCM

Ring & Schuck,
Ch. 11



ΨSB

Structure of many-body wave functions on ring
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Wave packets/ Time evolution

Many frequencies, terms e

Invert the projection

-iEL



J. Sato et al.,
PRL 108, 110401 (2012)

Diffusion 
and
Revival



PINNED WIGNER MOLECULE (PWM)/
TWO-PROJECTED-STATE SUPERPOSITION



PWM: TIME EVOLUTION OF SPD 
(snapshots)

BOTH SPACE AND TIME TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRY ARE
BROKEN 



CONCLUSIONS:

SYMMETRY RESTORATION IS A NATURAL
METHOD TO BE USED IN ADDRESSING 
THE PHYSICS IN  MESOSCOPIC SYSTEMS 
OTHER THAN NUCLEI
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